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ALUMNI MEET 

DATE: 23/10/2021 

Description of EVENT:  

An Alumni meet was held on the 23rd of October, 2021 with all alumni from 2009 

onwards. The event was primarily to catch up with faculty members and other 

students, and revisit college memories. 

The hosts, Kritika and Spencer welcomed everyone to the meet and Nyuonika 

Shetty led everyone in a short prayer.  

Kritika introduced the chief guest of the day, Fr. Dr. Tony, who spoke a few 

words about the Jesuit vision of education and about being close to one’s alma 

mater. Following this, Fr. Dr. John Rose and Dr. Y.D. Venkatesh were also 

introduced and they spoke about the beautiful experience of college life and 

remining connected to XIE. Then Sahil Panchal spoke about what he received 

and what he gave back to XIE, thus inspiring all other alumni present to do the 

same. We then had the XIE updates section where XIE’s progress and placement 

statistics in the past few years were shared by Saurabh sir and Naveen sir 

respectively. Then the entertainment section started with a beautiful song by 

Nyuonika Shetty, and was followed by Jenitin Nadar’s keyboard skill. The Sumeet 

Sharma showcased his singing skills with an amazing live performance, followed 

by Himanshu Gharat’s violin performance which moved everyone. Lastly, we had 

a beautiful poem by Lysandra D’Souza, talking about the past. Then we had 

some fun games such as Never Have I Ever and This or That, which was done 

through polls. This was followed by a video which incorporated all the best 

moments of the past batches, which made everyone smile as they remembered 

their past. Everyone then dispersed into allotted breakout rooms where 

students could interact with each other and also with the faculty. After the 

allotted time was over, everyone returned to the main room and videos of 

speeches by previous alumni were presented. Then the Best Alumni award was 

announced by Father, which went to Jagdish Rohit of the 2009 batch, who then 

shared some of his experiences at XIE and his career. The meeting ended with a 

vote of thanks by Kritika and all alumni left feeling refreshed after reconnecting 

with their past.  

Schedule of the event: 18:00 to 20:30 hours 

Place: Held on an online platform via Zoom Communications. 
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